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SOCIETY OF ACTUARIES
Antitrust Notice for Meetings 

Active participation in the Society of Actuaries is an important aspect of membership. However, any Society activity that arguably could 
be perceived as a restraint of trade exposes the SOA and its members to antitrust risk.  Accordingly, meeting participants should refrain 
from any discussion which may provide the basis for an inference that they agreed to take any action relating to prices, services, 
production, allocation of markets or any other matter having a market effect.  These discussions should be avoided both at official SOA 
meetings and informal gatherings and activities.  In addition, meeting participants should be sensitive to other matters that may raise 
particular antitrust concern: membership restrictions, codes of ethics or other forms of self-regulation, product standardization or 
certification.  The following are guidelines that should be followed at all SOA meetings, informal gatherings and activities:

• DON’T discuss your own, your firm’s, or others’ prices or fees for service, or anything that might affect prices or fees, such as costs, 
discounts, terms of sale, or profit margins.

• DON’T stay at a meeting where any such price talk occurs.

• DON’T make public announcements or statements about your own or your firm’s prices or fees, or those of competitors, at any SOA 
meeting or activity.

• DON’T talk about what other entities or their members or employees plan to do in particular geographic or product markets or with 
particular customers.

• DON’T speak or act on behalf of the SOA or any of its committees unless specifically authorized to do so.

• DO alert SOA staff or legal counsel about any concerns regarding proposed statements to be made by the association on behalf of a 
committee or section.

• DO consult with your own legal counsel or the SOA before raising any matter or making any statement that you think may involve 
competitively sensitive information.

• DO be alert to improper activities, and don’t participate if you think something is improper.

• If you have specific questions, seek guidance from your own legal counsel or from the SOA’s Executive Director or legal counsel.
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Presentation Disclaimer

Presentations are intended for educational purposes only and do not 
replace independent professional judgment. Statements of fact and 
opinions expressed are those of the participants individually and, 
unless expressly stated to the contrary, are not the opinion or 
position of the Society of Actuaries, its cosponsors or its 
committees. The Society of Actuaries does not endorse or approve, 
and assumes no responsibility for, the content, accuracy or 
completeness of the information presented. Attendees should note 
that the sessions are audio-recorded and may be published in 
various media, including print, audio and video formats without 
further notice.
The views and opinions expressed are solely those of the presenters 
and not necessarily those of Ernst & Young LLP or Symetra Life 
Insurance Company.
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Overview

• Company tax overview
• Topics other than reserves

• Product tax overview
• Annuity products
• Life insurance products
• Variable products

• Questions
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Company tax overview
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Definition of a life insurance company

• Internal Revenue Code (IRC) §816(a) defines a “life insurance 
company”:

• Are insurance companies: more than half of the business 
during a taxable year is the issuing of insurance or annuity 
contracts or the reinsuring of risks underwritten by insurance 
companies.

• Engaged in the business of issuing life insurance and annuity 
contracts (either separately or combined with accident and 
health insurance) or non-cancellable contracts of health and 
accident insurance

• Have reserves, more than 50% of which are composed of life 
insurance reserves (defined below) and unearned premiums, 
and unpaid losses (whether or not ascertained), on non-
cancellable life, accident or health policies not included in life 
insurance reserves
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Definition of life insurance reserves

• IRC §816(b) defines “life insurance reserves” as those 
amounts that are:

• Computed or estimated on the basis of recognized 
mortality or morbidity tables and assumed rates of 
interest

• Set aside to mature or liquidate, either by payment or 
reinsurance, future unaccrued claims [see note below]

• Required by law

Note:  Claims must related to life insurance, annuity, and non-cancellable accident and 
health insurance contracts (including life insurance or annuity contracts combined with 
non-cancellable accident and health insurance) involving, at the time with respect to 
which the reserve is computed, life, accident or health contingencies.
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Classification of life insurance company 
reserves
Code 

Section Reserve Category NAIC Annual Statement analogue 
(generally)

§807(c)(1) Life insurance reserves (§816(b) definition) Exh. 5 + Exh. 6 NC/GR A&H

§807(c)(2) Unearned premiums and unpaid losses Exh. 6 canc. A&H + Exh. 8.1 PVANYD

§807(c)(3) Discounted amounts under insurance/annuity contracts that 
do not currently involve life or A&H contingencies Exh. 7

§807(c)(4) Dividend accumulations and other amounts held at interest 
under insurance/annuity contracts Exh. 7

§807(c)(5) Advance premiums and premium deposit funds Exh. 1

§807(c)(6) Special contingency reserves under group insurance (retired 
lives of premium stabilization) Exh. 5 or 6

NC/GR = non-cancellable or guaranteed renewable (tax definition under Treas. Reg. §1.801-3(c) and (d))
PVANYD = present value of amounts not yet due (i.e., claim reserves)



Exclusions from life insurance tax reserves

• The following reserves are NOT taken into account as tax 
reserves:

• Deficiency reserves
• Reserves attributable to deferred and uncollected premiums
• Reserves for “excess interest” beyond end of taxable year
• Solvency reserves (such as for asset adequacy testing)
• Any reserves not required by law
• Conditional Tail Expectation (CTE) excess under Actuarial Guideline 

(AG) 43

• Other reserves likely NOT taken into account
• Deterministic reserve excess under AG 38-8D



Deductible life insurance reserves

• A life insurance company must generally deduct its increase 
in federally prescribed tax reserves when computing taxable 
income.  See IRC §807(b).

• A life insurance company must generally increase its taxable 
income for a decrease in tax reserves. See IRC §807(a).

• IRC §807(d)(1) defines a “Federally prescribed reserve” (FPR), 
as the greater of the (d)(2) method (see below) and  the net 
surrender value or NSV.



Federally prescribed reserves

• IRC §807(d)(2) provides the definition of the FPR as:
“The amount of the reserve determined under this paragraph with 
respect to any contract shall be determined by using –

(A) the tax reserve method applicable to such contract,

(B) the greater of –
(i) the applicable Federal interest rate [AFIR], or
(ii) the prevailing State assumed interest rate [PSAIR], and

(C) the prevailing commissioners’ standard tables for mortality and 
morbidity adjusted as appropriate to reflect the risks (such as 
substandard risks) incurred under the contract which are not otherwise 
taken into account.”



Federally prescribed reserves — method

• Methods shown in the table are defined under IRC §807(d)(3).
• CRVM = Commissioners’ reserve valuation method
• CARVM = Commissioners’ annuity reserve valuation method
• Use the method “prescribed by the National Association of Insurance Commissioners which is in 

effect on the date of the issuance of the contract”

Product Tax reserve method
Life insurance CRVM (if covered by CRVM)

Annuities CARVM (if covered by CARVM)

NC/GR A&H 2-year preliminary term

Qualified long-term care under §7702B, issued in 1998 
or later

1-year preliminary term

Other contracts (i.e., not covered by CRVM or CARVM) NAIC-prescribed method, or if none, a method
consistent with CRVM/CARVM



Federally prescribed reserves — interest

• The general rule under IRC §807(d)(2)(B) requires the use of the 
greater of AFIR or PSAIR.

• IRC §807(d)(4)(A)(ii) allows the taxpayer to recompute the AFIR every 5 
years.  This must be made at the entity level and is revocable only with 
IRS consent

• Exceptions
• “Modified guaranteed contracts” (MGCs) under §817A must use 

constant maturity Treasury rate
• §807(c)(3) reserves must use the guaranteed rate, if higher

• Common pitfalls
• Using AFIR straight out
• Comparing to own state rate, rather than to maximum prevailing rate
• Using state permitted practices to determine plan type or other
• parameters for annuity interest rates
• Discount rate vs. accumulation rate



Federally prescribed reserves — mortality

• IRC §807(d)(5)(B) allows insurers to use old tables when mortality tables 
change, i.e., a three-year transition

• Example: 2001 Commissioner’s Standard Ordinary (CSO) became 
prevailing in 2004

• Optional for contracts issued in 2004, plus 2005-2007
• Required for contracts issued in 2008 (different from stat)

• Mortality improvement not allowed unless required under the table (94 
Group Annuity Reserving (GAR), 2012 Individual Annuity Reserving (IAR))

• Treas. Reg. §1.807-1 — mortality or morbidity table to use if none is 
prevailing

• IRC §807(d)(5)(E) requires that where two or more tables or table options 
apply to a category of risks, use table or option that “generally” yields the 
lowest reserves



Federally prescribed reserves — mortality

Year become prevailing Life Individual annuity Group annuity
1948 CSO 41 SA 37 SA 37

1960 CSO 58 (3-year setback)

1962 A 49 GA 51

1974 IA 71 GA 71

1979 CSO 58 (6-year setback)

1982 CSO 80 (smoker-
composite)1985 83 “a” 83 GAM

1986 CSO 80 (smoker-distinct;
optional)1999 Annuity 2000 94 GAR

2004 2001 CSO

2015 2012 IAR

2017 2017 CSO

Sources and abbreviations: Rev. Ruls. 92-19 and 2001-38, NAIC Model Reg. 821



• The NSV floor comparison is generally applied on a contract-by-contract basis, 
and aggregating all riders and benefits associated with each contract

• Generally no market-value adjustments — except MGCs under §817A

Deductible life insurance reserves — floor

Life insurance contract with a supplemental benefit
Given:  Base contract

FPR = 95
NSV = 100

Supplemental benefit
FPR = 7
NSV = 0

Default approach: apply floor in aggregate for the contract

Aggregate FPR = 102
Aggregate NSV = 100

 Final deductible reserve (before cap)
= MAX (102, 100) = 102

“Separate contract” treatment: if qualified supp. ben. (QSB) under §807(e)(3)

Base deductible reserve
= MAX (95, 100) = 100

Supplemental benefit reserve
= MAX (7, 0) = 7

 Final deductible reserve (before cap) = 100 + 7 = 107
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Deductible life insurance reserves — STAT Cap

• IRC §807(d)(1) does not allow the amount of deductible reserves to 
exceed the amount which would taken into account with respect to such 
contract as of such time in determining “statutory reserves.”

• IRC §807(d)(6 ) defines “statutory reserves” as the aggregate amount set 
forth in the annual statement with respect to items described in IRC 
§807(c) [see table above] excluding reserves attributable to deferred and 
uncollected premiums.

• Amounts included in the statutory cap
• Deficiency reserves (see Notice 2013-19)
• CTE Excess under AG 43 ?
• AG 38 Excesses ?



Change in basis for computing reserves

• IRC §807(f) provides that changes in §807(c) reserves are classified as 
either “changes in basis” or “corrections of errors.”

• Corrections of errors are taken into account in the year corrected.

• Changes in basis require that the difference between the reserves 
computed under the old and new method be spread across 10 tax years.

• Guidance on the definitions has come from a variety of sources:
• Revenue Ruling 94-74, 1994-2 CB 157
• Revenue Ruling 2002-6, 2002-6 IRB 460
• Chief Counsel Advice 200504030
• Field Service Advice 1998-258
• Coordinated Issue Paper (Life Insurance: IRC Section 807 Basis Adjustment), 1/6/1997



Change in basis for computing reserves

• Several types of change have been discussed in the guidance.  The list 
below is likely to be treated as a change in basis:

• (a) a prescribed reserve method; 
• (b) the applicable federal interest rate; 
• (c) the prevailing state assumed interest rate;
• (d) IRS’ prevailing standard table
• (e) assumptions about when premiums are paid
• (f) assumptions about when claims are paid
• (g) assumptions about the age or gender of the insured



IRC §807(f) — example of 10-year spread

At year-end 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

“Old basis” 90 100 107 110 114

“New basis” 101 108 112 113 114

Change in basis to spread  =  108 – 100 = 8

Amount per year = 8 ÷ 10 = 0.8

Tax Return
Schedule F Deduction for 

year’s increase in 
reserves

Deduction for 
§807(f) spread of 

strengtheningOpening Closing

2017 90 100 10 -

2018 108 112 4 0.8

2019 112 113 1 0.8

2020 113 114 1 0.8

…

2027 0.8

2028 ---



Nonlife reserves

• In general, nonlife reserves of a life insurance company are 
taxed differently from life reserves:

• An unearned premium reserve is maintained for tax 
purposes, as for statutory purposes, but is subject to a 
20% haircut

• Unpaid losses are reported on a discounted basis, using 
prescribed discount rate and payment patterns

• No reserve deducted until loss event occurs (no 
catastrophe reserves)

• Special rules for some lines of business: title insurance, 
mortgage guaranty



Topics other than reserves
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Proration and the “Company’s Share”

• IRC §243 provides as a general rule that most corporations 
are entitled to a dividends received deduction (DRD) equal to 
70% of dividends received from domestic corporations.

• The proration concept provides that because every dollar of 
life insurance investment income is credited to the 
policyholder reserves which are in turn deductible, the 
insurer should be required to reduce its deductions to 
prevent a double benefit.  (This can be compared to IRC §265 
eliminating deductions related to the generation of tax 
exempt income)

• Proration is applied separately to the general and separate 
accounts



Proration and the “Company’s Share”

• The life insurance company is thus limited to its share of the 
DRD and tax-exempt income.

• Proration is effectuated through deduction disallowances
• DRD is allowed only for the company’s share of dividends
• Reserves are reduced by the policyholder’s share of tax-

exempt income



Proration and the “company’s share”

• The formula is complex; however, a simple concept should 
be maintained: how much of the company’s net investment 
income is required to satisfy obligations to policyholders?

• Company share = company’s share of net investment income 
divided by net investment income

• Company’s share of net investment income = net investment 
income less policy interest

• Net investment income = 90% of general account gross investment 
income and 95% of separate account gross investment income

• Policyholder interest = required interest at the greater of PSAIR or 
AFIR



Proration and the “company’s share”

• The industry understanding of current law has been relatively consistent.
• A one-time IRS controversy was resolved in 2014

• The DRD has been a subject of discussion for legislative or administrative 
adjustment for some time

• The Camp Discussion Draft proposed replacing the existing regime 
with an approach based upon the ratio of surplus to total assets

• The Obama Administration FY 2016 Revenue Proposal was similar
• Congress and the Trump Administration are considering the issue



Capitalized policy acquisition costs (“Tax 
DAC”)
• IRC §848 requires insurance companies to capitalize specified 

policy acquisition costs/expenses.
• Tax Deferred Acquisition Costs (DAC) (the capitalized amounts) are 

amortized on a straight-line basis over 120 months beginning with 
the first month of the second half of the tax year.

• Policy acquisition costs are deemed to be a specified percentage 
of net premiums in each category of specified insurance contracts:

• Annuity contracts 1.75%
• Group life insurance contracts 2.05%
• Other contracts (i.e., indiv. life, ind./group NC/GR A&H) 7.70%

• Policy acquisition expenses are not tied to either expected profits 
or actual experience on underlying contracts.  This is significantly 
different from both STAT and GAAP book accounting concepts.



Tax DAC example

• In 2017, Company A received premiums per the table below (no reinsurance).

• Capitalization for Company A:

• Amortization for Company A:

Contract Premiums Capitalization % Tax DAC

Annuity 400,000,000 1.75% 7,000,000

Group Life 38,000,000 2.05% 779,000

Individual Life 133,000,000 7.70% 10,241,000

Total 571,000,000 18,020,000

Tax Year Amortization Expense

2017 5% 901,000

2018-2026 10% 1,802,000 per year

2027 5% 901,000

Total 100% 18,020,000



Investments and hedging

• Stock markets experienced significant fluctuation 2008-2010 
and (again now have significant movement)

• The movements created large hedge gains and large losses 
for some VA, writers so companies implemented various 
methods of recognizing hedge gains and losses.

• This created the need for Industry Issue Resolution (IIR)
• In response to the need, “I.R.C. §446: LB&I Directive Related 

to Hedging of Variable Annuity Guaranteed Minimum Benefits 
by Insurance Companies” was issued by LB&I commissioner 
in July 2014



Investments and hedging

• The Directive provides a “safe harbor” method of 
accounting for recognition of the portion of Eligible 
GMxB Hedge income, deductions, gains and losses 
allocable to VA contracts issued before December 31, 
2009

• Net hedge gain recognized to the extent of the net tax 
deduction for the year relating to the VA contracts issued 
before December 31, 2009

• Net hedge loss up to the increase for the taxable year in 
aggregate tax reserves for GMxB under VA contracts issued 
before December 31, 2009, is not recognized and is carried 
forward and taken into account in the succeeding year

• Any hedge gain/loss not taken into account within the five 
years following the year in which incurred is recognized no 
slower than ratably over the succeeding five years



Investments and hedging

• Post December 31, 2009 contracts and hedges
• Directive says to use method “consistent with the matching 

requirements in Treas. Reg. § 1.446-4(e)(1)”
• Use method under Directive?
• Continue to use method pre-Directive?
• New method to be consistent with Treas. Reg. § 1.446-4(e)(1)?

• GMxB tax reserves to use for purposes of Directive
• Allocation of pre/post December 31, 2009 contracts
• MTM values reported in the Company’s Annual 

Statement
• Implementation and certification



Treatment of life insurance losses

• IRC §810 “operating loss deductions”
• May be carried back 3 years and then forward 15 years to 

offset taxable income (mandatory utilization schedule)
• Analogue to nonlife insurance “net operating losses,” which 

are carried back 2 years and forward 20 years
• May make irrevocable election to forgo the carryback of 

losses from a tax year
• IRC §1212: Capital losses may be carried back 3 years and 

then forward 5 years to offset capital gain (mandatory 
utilization schedule)



Life-nonlife consolidation

• Treasury Regulation §1.1502-47 is primary guidance.
• Life insurance company must wait 5 years before joining a 

life-nonlife consolidated group.  This may be accelerated by 
“tacking” onto an existing member.  [This is beyond the 
scope of this presentation]

• Life insurance operating loss deductions may be used 100% 
to offset nonlife insurance or non-insurance income.

• Nonlife losses are limited to the lesser of 35% of those losses 
or 35% of the life income to be offset.



Reinsurance

• Basics of accounting
• Ceding party — reduces premium income, reduces reserves
• Assuming party — increases premium income, increases reserves
• Accrual accounting — due premiums for reinsurance may be legally 

collectible and therefore meet the “all events” test to be treated as 
premium income and have a corresponding reserve deduction, 
unlike direct due premiums

• Reinsurance of inforce blocks
• Ceding commissions and capitalization

• §848 DAC applies if the underlying contracts are “specified insurance 
contracts”

• Assumption reinsurance can also lead to §197 amortization of the ceding 
commission — related to acquisition of intangibles

• Courts have held that even indemnity reinsurance of non-DAC-able 
products can require capitalization of negative ceding commission



Reinsurance

• Reserves
• What is the issue date?
• How do you apply the net surrender value floor?

• Tax DAC
• All reinsurance cash flows affect DAC — premiums, death 

claims, ceding commissions, allowances, experience rating 
adjustments, etc.

• Mod-co and funds withheld — if the money doesn’t move, 
it’s not a “net reinsurance consideration”

• Goal is keeping the books of the world in balance — party 
with negative net reinsurance considerations can’t take a 
greater DAC benefit than what the party with positive net 
considerations capitalizes



Reinsurance

• Is it insurance?
• Risk distribution and risk shifting, fortuity, business drivers other than tax

• IRC §482: Reinsurance between two related parties
• Parties must demonstrate that the transactions are conducted at an arm’s-

length standard [transfer pricing].

• IRC §845(a): Reinsurance between two related parties
• Treasury can reallocate income and deduction items between such parties 

or recharacterize any such items to “reflect the proper amount, source, or 
character of such income or deduction of each party”

• Much higher standard than IRC §482, rarely used but available to IRS

• IRC §845(b): Reinsurance between unrelated parties 
• Same as above, except that Treasury has no obligation to make correlative 

adjustments to the other party, in the case of a “significant tax avoidance 
effect” [higher standard than for 845(a)]



Foreign life insurance reserves

• Foreign entities
• Branch — part of U.S. legal entity
• Controlled foreign corporation (CFC)
• §953(d) company — CFC elected to be treated as domestic company
• Qualified insurance branch

• Subpart F Income
• Insurance income (§953) plus foreign base company income (§954)
• Branches can use local country statutory reserves if they meet the “qualified 

foreign contract” requirements under §807(e)(4)
• Reserves for insurance income for CFC follow §954(i)

• U.S. methods apply, with local country interest and mortality, or
• Local country statutory reserves, if ruling granted by IRS; however, IRS 

staffing issues may preclude timely resolution.



Financial statements — surplus

• Statutory accounting provides for treatment of timing differences 
between STAT and Tax.  See SSAP 101.

• These differences are either a deferred tax asset (a greater 
deduction in the future for tax than book) or deferred tax liability 
(a smaller deduction for tax than book in the future).

• SSAP 101, Paragraph 11 allows for a computed portion of the 
deferred tax assets to be included in surplus.

• Some of the more significant deferred tax items relate to life 
insurance reserves, DAC and investments.

• SSAP 101 is beyond the realm of this discussion but should be 
discussed with tax as reserves or large items are established or 
changed.



Product tax overview
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Applicable law and sources of information

• Provisions of the Internal Revenue Code (IRC) related to life 
insurance and annuity products

• Primary source of rules is statutory 
• Annuities:  IRC Code Sections 72, 401, 403
• Life Insurance: IRC Code Sections 72, 101, 7702 & 7702A

• Other authorities that could influence definitions:
• State law, certain statutory provisions
• Legislative history
• Case law
• IRS pronouncements — Regulations, revenue rulings, revenue 

procedures, notices & letter rulings
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Annuity products
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Definition of “annuity”

• No comprehensive statutory definition
• Defining characteristics can be discerned from:

• Treasury regulations
• Case law
• Certain statutory provisions (e.g., Statement of Statutory Accounting 

Principles 50)

• Qualified vs. non-qualified
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Section 72(s) for non-qualified annuities

• Requires certain distributions after death
• A contract issued after 1/18/1985 must satisfy Section 72(s) by its 

terms

• Death after annuitization:
• “At least as rapidly” rule

• Death before annuitization:
• Entire value must be distributed within five years of death (“5-year” 

rule)
• Or over life of designated beneficiary, with payments beginning 

within one year of holder’s death (“Life expectancy” rule)
• Special rule for spousal designated beneficiary
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Tax treatment of withdrawals and loans
Non-qualified annuities

• Section 72(e) — non-annuity payments
• Interest/earnings credited to a policy’s cash surrender 

value (“inside build-up”) are not includible in taxable 
income until distributed

• Inside build-up distributed first
• Loans are distributions
• A penalty tax may apply 
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Treatment of annuity payments
Non-qualified annuities

• Section 72(b) — exclusion ratio
• Applies to immediate annuities or deferred annuities that have 

been annuitized
• Investment in the contract is allowed to be ratably recovered 

with each payment
• Ratio is the investment in the contract divided by the expected 

return
• Ratio x payments are those excludable from gross income

• Example: Immediate annuity purchased for $13,000 and 
pays $100 per month, with expected return of $20,000

• Ratio = 65% (13,000 / 20,000)
• Amount excludable from gross income = $780 (65% *100*12)
• Remainder is included in gross income = $420 (1,200 - 780)
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Qualified annuities

• Definition
• All payments are generally taxed as ordinary income
• Examples include:

• IRA’s (Traditional, Simplified Employee Pension (SEP), Savings 
Incentive Match Plan for Employees (SIMPLE), Roth)

• 403(b) annuities
• 401(a) qualified plans
• 403(a) qualified annuities
• Deferred compensation plans

• Required Minimum Distributions (RMDs)
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RMDs 
Qualified annuities

• Rules generally apply to all types of qualified plans

• Distributions must commence by the “required beginning date”
• April 1 of the calendar year following the later of the year in which 

owner attains age 70 ½ or retires

• “Entire interest” will be distributed:
• No later than the required beginning date, or
• Over the life/life expectancy of the owner, or
• Over the joint lives/ life expectancy of owner and “designated 

beneficiary”

• “At least as rapidly, ” “5-year,” and “Life expectancy” rules apply
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Life insurance products
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Life insurance tax treatment

• Death benefits paid to the beneficiary generally are tax free
• Increments in the cash surrender value are not includible in 

the taxable income of the policy owner
• Inside build-up = interest and gains earned inside a life insurance 

policy
• Not taxed until surrender
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Requirements for life insurance qualification

• In order to receive these tax benefits, a life insurance 
contract must:

• Be life insurance under “applicable law”
• Meets one of two actuarial tests

• Cash value accumulation test (CVAT)
• Guideline premium & cash value corridor test (GPT)

• Actuarial tests regulate the relationship of the premium, 
death benefit and cash value
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Cash value accumulation test

• By the terms of the contract, the cash surrender 
value cannot exceed the net single premium 
required to fund future benefits under the contract

• Key terms:
• Net single premium
• Cash surrender value
• “Terms of the contract”
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Cash surrender value

• To meet the CVAT, the contract must be structured 
so that, at each point in time, the cash surrender 
value can never (under any possible scenario) 
exceed the net single premium. 

• “The cash surrender value of any contract shall be 
its cash value determined without regard to any 
surrender charge, policy loan, or reasonable 
termination dividends”
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Sample CVAT imitation

54

CVAT Limitation: Net Single Premium  
1,000 Death Benefit

45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 100
Age

Assumptions: 2001 Commissioner’s Standard Ordinary (CSO) Mortality and 4% Interest, Male Age 45

Single Premium Policy 
Value

Net Amount at Risk

$1,000

$500




CVAT Limitation: Net Single Premium  

1,000 Death Benefit

45

50

55

60

65

70

75

80

85

90

95

100

Age





$1,000

$500







Assumptions: 2001 Commissioner’s Standard Ordinary (CSO) Mortality and 4% Interest, Male Age 45 





Single Premium Policy Value

Net Amount at Risk







*













Guideline premium test

• Dual-element test
• Gross premiums paid under the contract do not exceed 

the guideline premium limitation
• Statutory cash value “corridor” requirement is satisfied 

(IRC 7702(d))

• Guideline premium limitation = greater of:
• The guideline single premium (GSP)
• Sum of the guideline level premiums (GLP) to date
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Sample guideline premium limitation
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Chart1

		218.613		19.877

		218.613		39.754

		218.613		59.631

		218.613		79.508

		218.613		99.385

		218.613		119.262

		218.613		139.139

		218.613		159.016

		218.613		178.893

		218.613		198.77

		218.613		218.647

		218.613		238.524

		218.613		258.401

		218.613		278.278

		218.613		298.155

		218.613		318.032

		218.613		337.909

		218.613		357.786

		218.613		377.663

		218.613		397.54



GSP

Sum GLP

Duration in Years

Amount of Premium

Guideline Premium Limitation per $1,000 of Insurance
Assumptions: 2001 CSO Mortality; 4% GLP; 6% GSP; Male Age 45



Sheet1

		

				2001 CSO ANB - Endowment at age 100												1980 CSO ANB - Endowment at age 100

				Male Aggregate												Male Aggregate

		Age		GSP		GLP - 1		NSP		7-PAY				Age		GSP		GLP - 1		NSP		7-PAY

		25		67.63		6.63		147.21		23.65				25		89.49		8.33		178.11		28.67

		35		107.40		10.01		206.64		33.23				35		139.50		12.60		246.82		39.80

		45		174.08		15.80		291.23		47.06				45		218.61		19.87		340.71		55.39

		55		274.19		25.86		402.11		65.77				55		330.33		32.49		457.94		75.93

		65		409.45		44.22		534.82		90.55				65		472.35		55.63		591.26		102.96

				75.57%		79.59%		82.65%		82.49%

				76.99%		79.44%		83.72%		83.49%

				79.63%		79.52%		85.48%		84.96%

				83.00%		79.59%		87.81%		86.62%

				86.68%		79.49%		90.45%		87.95%

				Table 1 -- Net Single Premiums										Table 2 -- Guideline Premiums										Table 3-1  -- Universal Life Option I and II																		Table 3-1 -- Endowment Premiums, Male 45

				Age										Age		GSP		GLP						Age		7-PAY		NSP		GSP		GLPI		% GSP		GLPII		% GSP				End. Per.		NSP		% NSP

				25		178.11								25		89.49		8.33						25		28.67		178.11		89.49		8.33		9.3%		26.98		30.1%				10		683.10		200.5%

				35		246.82								35		139.50		12.60						35		39.80		246.82		139.50		12.60		9.0%		40.14		28.8%				20		489.17		143.6%

				45		340.71								45		218.61		19.87						45		55.39		340.71		218.61		19.87		9.1%		60.42		27.6%				30		385.99		113.3%

				55		457.94								55		330.33		32.49						55		75.93		457.94		330.33		32.49		9.8%		91.79		27.8%				Life		340.72

				65		591.26								65		472.35		55.63						65		102.96		591.26		472.35		55.63		11.8%		141.23		29.9%

				Assumptions: 1980 CSO Male Aggregate, ALB, 4%										Assumptions: 1980 CSO Male Aggregate, ALB, 4% GLP, 6% GSP										Assumptions: 1980 CSO Male Aggregate, ALB, 4% GLP, 6% GSP																		Assumptions: 1980 CSO Male Aggregate, ANB, 4%

				Dur		GSP		GLP		7PAY

				1		218.613		19.877		55.394

				2		218.613		39.754		110.788

				3		218.613		59.631		166.182

				4		218.613		79.508		221.576

				5		218.613		99.385		276.97

				6		218.613		119.262		332.364

				7		218.613		139.139		387.758

				8		218.613		159.016

				9		218.613		178.893

				10		218.613		198.77

				11		218.613		218.647

				12		218.613		238.524

				13		218.613		258.401

				14		218.613		278.278

				15		218.613		298.155

				16		218.613		318.032

				17		218.613		337.909

				18		218.613		357.786

				19		218.613		377.663

				20		218.613		397.54

				Table 4 -- Comparison of Section 7702 Limitations

						NSP		% Change		GSP		% Change		GSP%		GLP		Crossover

				1958 CSO		364.96				241.12				66.1%		22.10		10.9

				1980 CSO		340.71		93.4%		218.61		90.7%		64.2%		19.87		11.0		0.9066439947

				2001 CSO		289.82		85.1%		172.64		79.0%		59.6%		15.70		11.0		0.7897168474

				Assumptions:  Male Aggregate, ANB, 4% GLP, 6% GSP

				Table 2-6 -- Taxation of a Partial Withdrawal

										MEC		Non-MEC

				Cash Surrender Value				10,000		8,000		8,000

				Premiums Paid				7,000		7,000		5,000

				Section 72(e) Gain				3,000		1,000		3,000

				Partial Withdrawal						2,000		2,000

				Taxable Income						2,000		0

				Tax @ 28%						560		0

				Penalty @ 10%						56		0

				Total Tax						616		0

				Table 3-1 -- Whole Life Premiums

						NSP		% Change		NLP		% Change		7-Pay		% Change

				3%		435.38				22.45				68.9%

				4%		340.71		78.3%		19.87		88.5%		55.4%		80.4%

				5%		270.84		79.5%		17.68		89.0%		45.2%		81.7%

				6%		218.61		80.7%		15.84		89.6%		37.5%		82.8%

				Assumptions:  Male 1980 CSO Aggregate, ANB

				Table 3-2 -- Substandard Premiums

						NSP		% Standard		GSP		% Standard		GLP		% Standard

				Standard (100%)		340.71				218.61				19.87

				Multiplicative (200%)		430.66		126.4%		303.39		138.8%		29.09		146.4%

				Additive (180%)		416.20		122.2%		289.24		132.3%		27.42		138.0%

				Current (160%)		400.35		117.5%		273.95		125.3%		25.67		129.2%

				Assumptions:  Male 1980 CSO Aggregate, ANB

																								21861.3		1987.7

																								-26,426.40		-2,599.20

		45		218.613		19.877

		55		165.17		16.25

		Dur		GSP		GLP																Table 4-? Attained Age Decrement

		1		218.613		19.877																		Face Amount		GSP		GLP		Guideline Limit

		2		218.613		39.754																1		100,000		21,861		1,988		21,861

		3		218.613		59.631																2		100,000		21,861		3,975		21,861

		4		218.613		79.508																3		100,000		21,861		5,963		21,861

		5		218.613		99.385																4		100,000		21,861		7,951		21,861

		6		218.613		119.262																5		100,000		21,861		9,939		21,861

		7		218.613		139.139																6		100,000		21,861		11,926		21,861

		8		218.613		159.016																7		100,000		21,861		13,914		21,861

		9		218.613		178.893																8		100,000		21,861		15,902		21,861

		10		218.613		198.77																9		100,000		21,861		17,889		21,861

		11		383.778		234.892																10		100,000		21,861		19,877		21,861

		12		383.778		271.014																11		20,000		-4,565		19,266		19,266

		13		383.778		307.136																12		20,000		-4,565		18,654		18,654

		14		383.778		343.258																13		20,000		-4,565		18,043		18,043

		15		383.778		379.38																14		20,000		-4,565		17,431		17,431

		16		383.778		415.502																15		20,000		-4,565		16,820		16,820

		17		383.778		451.624																16		20,000		-4,565		16,208		16,208

		18		383.778		487.746																17		20,000		-4,565		15,597		15,597

		19		383.778		523.868																18		20,000		-4,565		14,985		14,985

		20		383.778		559.99																19		20,000		-4,565		14,374		14,374

																						20		20,000		-4,565		13,762		13,762

																						21		20,000		-4,565		13,151		13,151

																						22		20,000		-4,565		12,539		12,539

						Table 3-2 -- Substandard Premiums																23		20,000		-4,565		11,928		11,928

								NSP		% Standard		GSP		% Standard		GLP		% Standard				24		20,000		-4,565		11,316		11,316

								340.71				218.61				19.87						25		20,000		-4,565		10,705		10,705

								430.66		126.4%		303.39		138.8%		29.09		146.4%				26		20,000		-4,565		10,093		10,093

								416.20		122.2%		289.24		132.3%		27.42		138.0%				27		20,000		-4,565		9,481		9,481

								400.35		117.5%		273.95		125.3%		25.67		129.2%				28		20,000		-4,565		8,870		8,870

						Assumptions:  Male 1980 CSO Aggregate, ANB																29		20,000		-4,565		8,258		8,258

																						30		20,000		-4,565		7,647		7,647

																						31		20,000		-4,565		7,035		7,035

																						32		20,000		-4,565		6,424		6,424

						Table 4-? -- Reduction in Benefits																33		20,000		-4,565		5,812		5,812

						Year		Death Benefit		Amount Paid		Original Limitation				New Limitation						34		20,000		-4,565		5,201		5,201

												Amount		Margin		Amount		Margin

						1		100,000		5,000		5,539		539		4,431		-569				35		20,000		-4,565		4,589		4,589

						2		100,000		10,000		11,078		1,078		8,862		-1,138				36		20,000		-4,565		3,978		3,978

						3		100,000		15,000		16,617		1,617		13,294		-1,706				37		20,000		-4,565		3,366		3,366

						4		100,000		20,000		22,156		2,156		17,725		-2,275				38		20,000		-4,565		2,755		2,755

						5		80,000		20,000						22,156		2,156				39		20,000		-4,565		2,143		2,143

						6		80,000		20,000						26,587		6,587				40		20,000		-4,565		1,532		1,532

						7		80,000		20,000						31,018		11,018				41		20,000		-4,565		920		920

																						42		20,000		-4,565		309		309

						Table 9-5 Section 7702A "Rollover" Calculation																43		20,000		-4,565		-303		-303

						Current Death Benefit						100,000

						Current Cash Surrender Value						12,000

						Age 50 7-Pay				60.32

						Age 50 NSP				363.40

						New Death Benefit						200,000

						7-Pay						12,063.69

						NSP for Death Benefit						72,680.00

						Ratio of Cash Value to NSP						16.51%

						Adjustment Factor for 7-Pay						83.49%

						New 7-Pay						10,071.89

				Section 72 Stacking Rules

				Inside Buildup or "Gain" (Distributed First under LIFO)

				Premiums Paid or "Basis"  (Distributed First under FIFO
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Assumptions: 1980 CSO Male Aggregate; 4% GLP, 6% GSP, Age 45

Figure II-3 Guideline Premium Limitation
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Guideline Premium Limitation, Male Age 45
1980 CSO, Aggregate ALB, 50% Increase in Face at Age 55
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Guideline Premium Limitation, Male Age 45
1980 CSO, Aggregate ALB, 80% Decrease in Face at Age 55
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				NSP		MINCV		MINCV

		45		340.72		0		0				Table 7-1 Single Premium Financed Life Insurance, 10,000 Face

		50		396.52		39.7		32.21

		55		457.94		121		104.36				Cash Value BOY				4,939

		60		523.25		211.75		187.46				Cash Value EOY				5,048

		65		591.26		310.85		281.04

		70		658.97		413.83		381.05				Loan Interest @ 4%				-198

		75		723.89		516.67		483.66				Tax Benefit at 50%				99

		80		780.7		609.6		578.38				Increase in Loan				109

		85		830.5		693.04		665.19				Net Gain				10

		90		869.5		760.88		736.79

		95		912.35		836.8		818.37				Assumptions: Male Age 45, American Men Mortality, 3%

		100		1000		1000		1000

				Table 8-1 Maximum Nonforfeiture Interest Rates

				Years		Nonforfeiture Rates		GSP		GLP, NSP, & 7-Pay

				1982		7.00%		6.00%		4.00%

				1983-1986		7.50%		6.00%		4.00%

				1987-1992		7.00%		6.00%		4.00%

				1993-1994		6.25%		6.00%		4.00%

				1995-2003		5.75%		6.00%		4.00%





		Table 5-2 Implicit Interest Rates Under "Gross-up Rule"

		6.00%		Guar CV		GSP		Qx		Implied Rate

		55		330.339		330.339

		56		343.553		343.284		0.01047		6.08%

		57		357.295		356.506		0.01146		6.14%

		58		371.586		370.028		0.01249		6.20%

		59		386.450		383.856		0.01359		6.24%

		60		401.908		397.996		0.01477		6.29%

		61		417.984		412.428		0.01608		6.33%

		62		434.704		427.125		0.01754		6.37%

		63		452.092		442.046		0.01919		6.42%

		64		470.175		457.136		0.02106		6.47%

		65		488.982		472.354		0.02314		6.52%

		66		508.542		487.672		0.02542		6.55%

		67		528.883		503.093		0.02785		6.58%

		68		550.039		518.626		0.03044		6.59%

		69		572.040		534.286		0.03319		6.58%

		70		594.922		550.070		0.03617		6.56%

		71		618.719		565.923		0.03951		6.53%

		72		643.468		581.770		0.04330		6.50%

		73		669.206		597.496		0.04765		6.45%

		74		695.974		612.973		0.05264		6.39%

		75		723.813		628.111		0.05819		6.31%

		Table 5-4  -- 2001 CSO Limitations, End. @ 100

		1980 CSO Values

		Age		7-PAY		NSP		GSP		GLP

		25		28.67		178.11		89.49		8.33

		35		39.80		246.82		139.50		12.60

		45		55.39		340.71		218.61		19.87

		55		75.93		457.94		330.33		32.49

		65		102.96		591.26		472.35		55.63

		2001CSO Values

		Age		7-PAY		NSP		GSP		GLP

		25		23.65		147.21		67.63		6.63

		35		33.23		206.61		107.40		10.01

		45		47.06		291.23		174.08		15.80

		55		65.77		402.11		274.19		25.86

		65		90.55		534.82		409.45		44.22

		Ratio

		Age		7-PAY		NSP		GSP		GLP

		25		82.5%		82.7%		75.6%		79.6%

		35		83.5%		83.7%		77.0%		79.4%

		45		85.0%		85.5%		79.6%		79.5%

		55		86.6%		87.8%		83.0%		79.6%

		65		87.9%		90.5%		86.7%		79.5%

		Assumptions: Male Aggregate, ANB, 4% GLP, 6% GSP





		

		45		1058.2869118401		58.2869118401

		46		1118.5352902337		118.5352902337

		47		1180.793603763		180.7936037631

		48		1245.1222498336		245.1222498336

		49		1311.5540417469		311.5540417469

		50		1380.1431053368		380.1431053368

		51		1450.8857314703		450.8857314703

		52		1523.7980626491		523.7980626491

		53		1598.876887075		598.876887075

		54		1676.108864478		676.108864478

		55		1755.5201209772		755.5201209772

		56		1837.1178277363		837.1178277363

		57		1920.9494427657		920.9494427657

		58		2007.0343223963		1007.0343223963

		59		2095.3825972122		1095.3825972122

		60		2185.9548030207		1185.9548030207

		61		2278.6898970615		1278.6898970615

		62		2373.484394864		1373.484394864

		63		2470.2006725785		1470.2006725785

		64		2568.7056014017		1568.7056014017						Tabke 4-? Reduction

		65		2668.8707273777		1668.8707273777

		66		2770.6124583928		1770.6124583928

		67		2873.8338586486		1873.8338586485

		68		2978.4341149145		1978.4341149145

		69		3084.2383814311		2084.2383814311

		70		3190.9348186083		2190.9348186083

		71		3298.1091132726		2298.1091132726

		72		3405.2203797236		2405.2203797236

		73		3511.6260968325		2511.6260968325

		74		3616.7380426258		2616.7380426258

		75		3720.0544662508		2720.0544662508

		76		3821.1635468209		2821.1635468209

		77		3919.7269906137		2919.7269906137

		78		4015.4529721582		3015.4529721582

		79		4107.8579929646		3107.8579929646

		80		4196.1692146032		3196.1692146032

		81		4279.3728851073		3279.3728851073

		82		4356.1347024316		3356.1347024316

		83		4424.9569924488		3424.9569924488

		84		4484.5421740668		3484.5421740668

		85		4533.8107629495		3533.8107629495

		86		4571.9100953874		3571.9100953874

		87		4598.0734011229		3598.0734011229

		88		4611.5632390878		3611.5632390878

		89		4611.5726705714		3611.5726705714

		90		4597.1024793142		3597.1024793142

		91		4566.8434804068		3566.8434804068

		92		4518.9041215431		3518.9041215431

		93		4450.3871883248		3450.3871883248

		94		4355.3395777778		3355.3395777778

		95		4222.4300628089		3222.4300628089

		96		4029.6141672412		3029.6141672412

		97		3733.4356358509		2733.4356358509

		98		3247.6299632049		2247.6299632049

		99		2400.3720636541		1400.3720636541

		100		1000		0
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Additional considerations

• Actuarial assumptions 
• Restrictions on actuarial assumptions are a key element in 

developing the definitional limitations
• Mortality
• Interest
• Expense charges 
• Rider charges

• Contract provisions and guarantees form the basis of the actuarial 
assumptions

• Important to recognize that requirements vary based on contract 
issue date

• Computational rules
• Limit the timing and pattern of future benefits that may be assumed

• Death benefits generally assumed not to increase and deemed to the 
maturity date
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Modified endowment contracts

• Defined in section 7702A(a)  
• Entered into on or after June 21, 1988 
• Life insurance contract within the meaning of section 7702
• Fails to meet the 7-pay test prescribed in section 7702A(b) 

• Received in exchange for a modified endowment contract
• Consequence of being a Modified Endowment Contract (MEC)

• Applies annuity tax treatment (income first rules apply) to pre-death 
distributions, including:

• Withdrawals / partial surrenders
• Policyholder dividends, unless retained by the insurer as premiums under the 

same contract
• Policy loans (including capitalization of loan interest)
• Assignments

• Possibly 10% penalty tax under section 72(q)
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Seven pay test

• First year after issue:
• Contract will fail the 7-pay test if the accumulated 

amount paid under the contract, at any time during that 
contract year, exceeds the 7-pay premium 

• Second through seventh contract years:
• Accumulated amounts paid under the contract are 

compared to the sum of the 7-pay premiums accrued to 
date
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Policy adjustments

• Adjustment events under section 7702
• Guideline premiums are adjusted based on an attained-age 

adjustment methodology 

• Policy changes under section 7702A
• Differing rules based on type of change 

• Material change events 
• Contract is treated as newly issued on date of change

• Reduction in benefits 
• Retroactive testing assuming contract is reissued with reduced 

benefits
• Generally applied in first 7 contract years

• Effective dates and loss of grandfathering
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Variable products
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Variable contracts 

• Diversification rules
• Apply to non-qualified variable annuities (and variable life insurance)
• Each “segregated asset account” must be “adequately diversified” 

according to specific rules

• Investor control doctrine
• Contract owner must not be viewed as controlling the underlying 

assets
• Indicators of control include

• Actual control over asset acquisition, disposition and management
• Use of publicly available pools of assets
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Product tax non-compliance
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Consequences of non-compliance 

• Failure to satisfy the qualification requirements imposed 
by the IRC can have various impacts to insurers, including:

• Reputational risk & policyholder dissatisfaction
• Potential claims, lawsuits by policyholders
• Damage to brand name and agent relations

• Disclosure to auditor
• Company tax implications
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Consequences of non-compliance, continued 

• Failure to satisfy the qualification requirements imposed by the IRC can have 
various impacts to the taxation of products, including: 

• Non-qualified annuities — Section 72(s)
• Earnings currently taxable, although no published guidance for:

• Issuers to correct
• Calculation of income

• Qualified annuities — RMD rules
• 50% excise tax applies
• Possible plan disqualification

• Life insurance — Section 7702/7702A
• Exposes insurer’s to tax reporting errors and penalties 

• Qualification status sets forth reporting requirements
• Differs for a section 7702 compliant and failed contract
• Differs for MECs and non-MECs

• Cost of remediation (contracts and systems) can be substantial
• Variable contracts — Diversification and investor control

• Owner currently taxable on earning under entire contract
• Withholding and reporting requirements for issuer
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Remediation of qualification failures

• Annuities
• No “standard” closing agreement process

• Life insurance
• Revenue Procedure 2008-39

• Closing agreement to “un-MEC” an inadvertent MEC

• Revenue Procedure 2008-40
• Closing agreement to remediate failed contracts

• Variable contracts
• Revenue Procedure 2008-41

• Closing agreement to remediate diversification failure
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Questions?
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